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1. Under the name of "Vijfianavada," the Y ogacara school was 
criticized, especially in later Indian intellectual society, as a school of 
thought that negated the existence of external objects.2 But it is 
common knowledge that, particularly in its early stages, the Yogacara 
school was, as is indicated by its name, a community of keen 
practitioners of yoga. The reason that they practised yoga was to 
become liberated, and thus they did not differ from other Buddhists 
insofar that the goal of their practices was nirvtiJJa. It was out of these 
practices aimed at the attainment of nirvti!Ja that the theories of 
alayavijfiana, trisvabhava, etc,3 peculiar to this school, were born. 

However, these theories of the Y ogacara school were initially not 
mere theories. They were practical theories that gradually evolved in a 
process of trial and error as their exponents explored ways in which 
the ordinary unenlightened practitioner could be liberated and attain 
nirvtiJJa, and it is possible to trace the stages in their development in 
the early treatises of this school. Subsequently, especially after the 

This article, based on my previous studies of asrayaparivrtti (see References) aud 
subsequent research, presents a survey of the historical development of the asrayaparivrtti theory. 
The research for this paper was funded by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research [C) (2009-2011) 
from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Sciences. I also wish to thank my friend Rolf Giebel 
for translating this paper. 
2 An overview of criticism of the Y ogacara school by the Brahmauical schools can be found 
in Kher 1992, audit should not be necessary to mention the criticism by the Madhyamaka school 
(Bhaviveka, etc.). But fortunately there have recently appeared some studies that point out that 
Vijfianavada is different from the solipsism or idealism of other idealist schools in both the East 
and the West, even though there are many similarities between them. See, for example, Wood 
[1991], especially his introduction. In this article I use "Yogacara school" and "Vijfianavada 
school" as the designations of a school or group. This reflects my practice of referring to the 
theories that evolved on the basis of the experiences of early yogacarins as "practical theories" or 
"theories of practice" and referring to the theories that were further scholastically refined once 
these "practical theories" had achieved a certain degree of systemization as "doctrinal theories." 

3 On the theory of alayavijiiana and its development, see Schmithausen [1987a). On the 
trisvabhava theory, concerning how the practitioner can become liberated in accordance with his 
physical aud mental stage, see, for instance, Hakamaya [1994]. 
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Mahayanization of these theories and on the basis of the idea that the 
defiled practitioner becomes a Buddha by being purified in his defiled 
state, there eventually occurred a shift to the view that the practitioner 
was purified only because pure seeds had been planted within him 
from the very outset through the compassion of the pure Buddha. 
Thereafter the theories of this school changed, developed, and were 
eventually systematized on the basis of this view .4 

To illustrate this process, I shall here take up the theory of 
asrayaparivrtti, one of the practical theories distinctive of this school, 
as it is developed in the Yogacarabhumi, and I shall show how it was 
born as a practical theory directed at liberation and then developed to 
become one of the elements, along with nirvliTJa and tathata, that 
characterize a Buddha. In doing so, I hope to delineate at least one 
aspect of this school's path to liberation.s 

The theory of asrayaparivrtti or asrayaparavrtti attempts to 
describe the fundamental change that spiritual practice or the path to 
salvation brings about in the person who practises it, above all in its 
final stage. This theory is accordingly one of the most important 
teachings of the Y ogacara school. It would in fact seem that it was this 
school that invented this theory as well as the term itself (at least in 
this sense). 

Most Y ogacara texts deal with the asrayaparivrtti theory, but the 
Yogacarabhumi is the basic work of the Yogacara school and, 
according to our present state of knowledge, contains the oldest 
textual materials that may be assigned to this school (in the narrow 
sense). This is confirmed also in the case of the asrayaparivrtti 
theory: here, too, the Yogacarabhumi represents by and large an 
earlier stage of development than other texts. Within the Yogacara
bhumi this theory is dealt with in the Mautz Bhumi, Viniscaya
sarngraha!Jz and VastusarngrahaTJz; within the Mautz Bhumi, in the 
Manobhumi, Sravakabhumi, Bodhisattvabhumi and Nirupadhika
bhumi, to which one may add a short reference in the Srutamayz 
Bhumi, probably based on the Sravakabhumi. 

In the following I shall sketch the process whereby the asraya
parivrtti theory developed, text by text, the sequence being 
determined by what I consider to be the intrinsically most plausible 

4 I have traced the development of several of these practical theories from the viewpoint of 
Mahayanization in Sakuma [1997]. 

5 A detailed consideration can be found in Sakuma [1990]. 
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historical development of the theory in the Yogtlctlrabhami materials. 
A proviso should, however, be made: namely, that it is not always 
easy to decide on what is in fact most plausible; further, the inevitably 
linear sequence of presentation should not be misunderstood as 
intending to exclude the possibility that the actual development was 
sometimes multilinear, so to speak, and that some steps may occurred 
side by side rather than successively. 

2.1. The Sravakabhumi uses the concept tlsrayaparivrtti in connection 
with the practice of concentration based on training in "calm abiding" 
(samatha) and "clear insight" (vipasyantl), where it is in fact used in 
the meaning of a transformation or purification of the psychophysical 
"base" (tlsraya), by which the latter is freed from "badness" 
(dau~thulya) and filled with "ease" (prasrabdhi). This process can 
also be described alternatively as the replacing of a "base" afflicted 
with "badness" by a new base endowed with "ease" in such a way that 
the old base afflicted (-sahagata) with "badness" (dau$thulya) comes 
to an end or disappears through the spiritual practice of the yogin, not 
in a single moment but step by step or gradually (anupuruve!Ja), and 
that at the same time a new base endowed with "ease" gradually 
comes to replace it, that is, comes to take its place. In the Sravaka
bhami, the result of this transformation or replacement of the base of 
existence is the supranorrnal direct perception of the object of 
meditation. The idea of the gradual replacement of "badness" by 
"ease" sterns in fact from the context of meditative concentration, 
where this idea can be ascertained already in Abhidharma texts and 
incipiently even in canonical sermons. As far as I have hitherto been 
able to determine, its connection with the concept of tlsrayaparivrtti is, 
however, found for the first time in the Srtlvakabhami. This term is 
used later above all in the teaching relating to liberation. A certain 
anticipation of this shift in usage can be observed already in the 
Srtlvakabhami, where a sutra quotation concerned with "purification 
of the base" (tlsrayaparisuddhi) connects with later moral-spiritual 
(rtlga-virtlga) and gnoseological (avidya-virtlga) consequences. In the 
Sravakabhami itself such a connection is, however, not to be found. It 
has also to be taken into consideration that on the suprarnundane path 
the elimination of "badness" associated with "defilement" (klesa) is 
not a prerequisite for the supranormal perception of what is to be 
perceived (viz. the four noble truths, or tathattl), but is rather its effect. 
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It may therefore be established that the term asrayaparivrtti is not yet 
used in the Sravakabhami, at least not explicitly, in connection with 
the doctrine of liberation or the "supramundane path."6 It is only in 
the Bodhisattvabhami that this occurs for the first time. 

2.2. In the Bodhisattvabhami one does find the terms asraya
parisuddhi and asrayaparivrtti; but the difference between the 
Bodhisattvabhami and Sravakabhami is that the Bodhisattvabhami 
mentions only the elimination of "badness" but not its replacement by 
the positive element of "ease." Furthermore, "badness" is used here 
not as a counterconcept to "ease" but in the sense of moral badness, 
namely, klesapak$ya dau$.thulya. It is rather "power" or "control" 
(vasita) that appears as a positive counterpart. As has already been 
indicated, the Bodhisattvabhami places the asrayaparivrtti theory in 
the context of the teachings relating to liberation, first the traditional 
doctrine of liberation, and then also the doctrine of salvation in the 
Mahayana.? 

2.3. The asrayaparivrtti theory in the Vastusarrzgrahm;f does not 
correspond to the stage of development testified to by the Sravaka
bhami, and already shows the use of asrayaparivrtti in the traditional 
teaching of liberation (elimination of klesas), which we have also 
found in the Bodhisattvabhami of the Maulf Bhami; a positive 
substitute for the eliminated (kle.§apak$ya-) dau$thulya is either 
missing or somewhat different (viz. the natural tendency towards 
wisdom, vidyadhtttu). The asraya is the six senses ($acf,ayatana), as in 
the other older parts of the Yogacarabhami.8 

2.4. Similar to the concept of asrayaparivrtti in the Vastusarrz
grahm;f, the concept of "purification of the base" (asrayaparisuddhi) 
is applied in the Srutamayf Bhami of the Maulf Bhami to the 
traditional process of liberation (elimination of kle.§as), as is also the 
concept of the termination or disappearance of the old base and that of 
its replacement by a new one (asrayanirodha and asrayaparivarta).9 

2.5. The Manobhami of the Maulf Bhami uses, on the one hand, 
the concept of asrayaparivrtti within the framework of the traditional 
teaching of liberation (elimination of kle.§as), as does the Bodhisattva
bhami. In fact, the Manobhami uses it in the sense of asrayavisuddhi 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Cf. Sakuma [1990: 15-58]. 

Cf. Sakuma [1990: 59-70]. 

Cf. Sakuma 1990: 151-156]. 

Cf. Sakuma [1990: 71]. 
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in the Srutamayf Bhami, viz. for the purpose of denoting the 
existential aspect of the spiritual culmination of the path to liberation, 
that is, the attainment of Arhatship. But it seems that the expression 
parivrttasraya can also denote earlier stages of spiritual perfection in 
the process leading to this culmination. Above all, it is of interest that 
the Manobhami, like the Bodhisattvabhami, mentions the attainment 
of power or control (vasita) as a positive complement of asraya
parivrtti, although, in contrast to the Bodhisattvabhami, the power 
attained does not exhibit any aspects peculiar to the Mahayana but fits 
completely into the framework of the traditional doctrines of 
liberation.lO 

2.6. In the Manobhami, asrayaparivrtti seems to be understood 
above all as a process leading to the moment of entry into extinction
with-remainder (sopadhise.$a-nirvt17Ja), that is, to the attainment of 
Arhatship, and it is therefore defined as the complete elimination of 
the seeds of defiled dharmas as well as the attainment of control over 
internal conditions, which probably means control over life forces. In 
the Nirupadhika Bhami of the Maulf Bhami, on the other hand, the 
concept of asrayaparivrtti clearly appears in the context of extinction
without-remainder (nirupadhise.$a-nirvt17Ja). It might be that the 
compound asrayaparivrtti had in the meantime already become a 
fixed term that was used to designate a decisive phase of spiritual 
achievement, especially the attainment of Arhatship or Buddhahood. 
In the Nirupadhika Bhami, asrayaparivrtti is defined as occurring 
through or consisting in the purification of tathata, imperishable and 
unchangeable ultimate reality (tathata-visuddhi-prabhavita). If the 
individual components of the parallel expressions asraya-parivrtti
prabhavita and tathata-visuddhi-prabhavita also correspond to one 
another, this would mean that the Nirupadhika Bhami had replaced 
the old conception of asraya as the body possessing the faculty of 
consciousness, or $at;fayatana, with a completely new idea, namely, 
asraya in the sense of tathata, and understood the process of 
asrayaparivrtti as the purification of this asraya. But the text is not 
clear on this point. 

The Nirupadhika Bhami does not give any explicit information 
about the motive for its new interpretation of asrayaparivrtti. It 
should not, however, be particularly difficult to guess the reason. The 
old asrayaparivrtti theory was orientated towards the spiritual 

10 Cf. Sakuma [1990: 72-80]. 
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achievements of the sravaka or bodhisattva. The base of existence in 
which this process takes place is the body possessing the faculty of 
consciousness, or $ac/.ayatana. Yet reflection on extinction-without
remainder showed that this base could not continue to exist after the 
death of the liberated person. An immortal asraya became necessary, 
and the only imperishable element was tathata. This introduction of 
tathata into the context of the asrayaparivrtti doctrine is in the 
Nirupadhika Bhami conceived of completely from the point of view 
of the traditional doctrine of liberation.l1 

2.7. In the Viniscayasa1JlgrahaTJf, the term asrayaparivrtti and 
related forms (e.g., parivrttasraya) appear remarkably more 
frequently than in the Maulr Bhami. As regards the content of the 
asrayaparivrtti theory in the Viniscayasa1JlgrahaTJf, we may say in 
general that most aspects existing already in the Maulr Bhami are also 
found in the Viniscayasa1Jlgraha7JL Moreover, we can also observe a 
further development. On the one hand, the new interpretation of 
asrayaparivrtti as the purification of tathata, which had already 
appeared in the Nirupadhika Bhami of the Maulr Bhumi, is taken up, 
explained and further developed in various passages. On the other 
hand, in some passages - by way of contrast to the Maulf Bhami -
alayavijfiana is introduced in the context of asrayaparivrtti and 
defined in its relation to asrayaparivrtti .12 

Furthermore, in the Viniscayasa1J1.graha7Jf we find a peculiar 
usage of the term asrayaparivrtti in the sense of sexual transformation 
in the context of problems relating to the precepts. It is true that, when 
investigating the origins of the asrayaparivrtti theory, some modem 
scholars previously thought that this theory may have originated in the 
current of women's enlightenment on the grounds that evidence of 
sexual transformation, i.e., women being transformed into men and 
men into women, is found in the Abhidharmakosa. But as I have 
pointed out in Sakuma [1991], sexual transformation or hermaphro
ditism should be treated as issues concerning the Vinaya and are not 
related to the asrayaparivrtti theory. 

Among the passages in the Viniscayasa1JlgrahaTJf that consider or 
at least refer to alayavijfiana within the framework of the asraya
parivrtti theory, that on alayavijfiana at the beginning of the 

11 

12 
Cf. Sakuma [1990: 82-88]. 

Cf. Sakuma [1990: 89-104]. 
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Viniscayasarrzgraha7;z (Sakuma [1990: TEXT VinSg 1, 2, 3 & 4]13) is 
of special significance. If one sets aside Sakuma [1990: TEXT VinSg 
3],14 which deals with asrayaparivrtti on a different level, as has been 
analyzed by Schmithausen [1987a: n. 1337] and Sakuma [1990: 104-
108]), then the following picture results: since alayavijfiana is the root 
or basis of all spiritual pollution (sarrzklda), the yogin can concentrate 
this, so to speak, within alayavijfiana; with the help of both the insight 
that has ultimate reality (tathata) as its object and the repeated 
practice of this insight, he transforms his base of existence (here 
probably still meaning the body endowed with consciousness or the 
six senses); as soon as the base has been transformed, alayavijfiana is 
eliminated, and with the elimination of alayavijfiana spiritual 
pollution (sarrzklesa) can also be considered to have been eliminated. 

In the above passage at the beginning of the Viniscaya
sarrzgrahaTJZ, asrayaparivrtti is understood as the process that 
constitutes the attainment of Arhatship, that is, extinction-with
remainder. The state of the Arhat after death, extinction-without
remainder, is not considered in this part of the text, which is 
consequently either "conservative" on this point or older than the 
Nirupadhika Bhumi, where the concept of asrayaparivrtti was applied 
to extinction-without-remainder and was accordingly interpreted 
completely anew, namely, as "purification of tathata." This new 
interpretation of asrayaparivrtti conceived of from the point of view 
of extinction-without-remainder is in fact taken up, explained and 
further developed in other parts of the ViniscayasarrzgrahaTJl. 

In some paragraphs of the Bodhisattvabhumi15 and in the Nirva1;1a 
Chapter16 of the Viniscayasarrzgraha7;z, asrayaparivrtti is defined as 
"purification of ultimate reality" (tathata- or dharmadhtitu-visuddhi). 
In the Nirva1;1a Chapter the traditional division of nirva7;a into two 
phases - namely, extinction-with-remainder (sopadhise$a) and 
extinction-without-remainder (nirupadhise$a) - is strictly maintained, 
in contrast to parts of the Bodhisattvabhumi of the Viniscaya
sarrzgrahaTJZ, where both phases seem to merge into one another. The 
Nirva1;1a Chapter also stands out on account of its endeavours to find 

13 She jueze fen 1ii'R:JR:S-, T1579.30.581b22-c22 = Juedingzimg lim i'R:!EiiilliH, T1584.30. 
1 020a28-b24) 
14 
15 

16 

Shejuezejen, T30.581c8-17 = Juedingzimg lun, T30.1020bll-19. 

Cf. Sakuma [1990: 109-114]. 

Cf. Sakuma [1990: 114-124]. 
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firm ground for its standpoint. Of special interest is that it attributes 
the motivation for the new asrayaparivrtti theory expressly to the 
difficulties that result from the older teaching - asrayaparivrtti as a 
transformation of the six senses (!iacJayatana) or a replacement of the 
old ones by new ones - and that it attempts to determine the 
relationship of asrayaparivrtti conceived of as tathatavisuddhi and the 
liberated person to the six senses. 

While the Nirval)a Chapter does not see any incompatibility 
between alayavijfiana and asrayaparivrtti understood as purified 
ultimate reality (tathata), such a contrast is explicitly stated in other 
parts of the ViniscayasamgrahaTJL One of these (Sakuma [1990: 
TEXT VinSg 5]) expressly regards alayavijfiana as the seed of 
worldly, polluting factors only, whereas the seed of pure factors is 
tathata, which constitutes asrayaparivrtti. It is thus plausible that this 
text describes asrayaparivrtti as the "opponent" (pratipak!$a) of 
alayavijfiana .17 

The sharp contrast between asrayaparivrtti and alayavijfiana is 
expressed just as clearly but explained in more detail in the paragraph 
on the treatment of alayavijfiana at the start of the Viniscaya
samgraha"(lz that was left out of consideration above (Sakuma [1990: 
TEXT VinSg 3]). Here too asrayaparivrtti is described as the 
"opponent" (pratipak!ia) of alayavijfiana, and it is made clear that 
pratipak!ia is to be understood not in the usual sense of "counterforce" 
or actual spiritual means leading to elimination (this function being 
fulfilled by insight), but rather in the sense of "opponent" or "enemy" 
on the existential level of the fundamental source from which actual 
dharmas emerge. This paragraph goes beyond the one discussed 
before (viz. Sakuma [1990: TEXT VinSg 5]) also in that it endeavours 
to demonstrate concretely the contrast between alayavijfiana and 
asrayaparivrtti by listing their differences.18 

Several parts of the ViniscayasamgrahaTJr formulate the asraya
parivrtti theory with regard to the state of liberation of the Buddha, 
that is, from the point of view of the Mahayana. 

One part of the Bodhisattvabhami of the Viniscayasamgraha"(lz 
(Sakuma [1990: TEXT VinSg 15]) asserts a fundamental difference 
between the nirva"(la of the Buddha and that of sravakas and 
pratyekabuddhas and also in the asrayaparivrtti that constitutes them. 

17 Cf. Sakuma [1990: 127-129]. 
18 Cf. Sakuma [1990: 129-135]. 
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This passage stands in direct contrast to the Nirval)a Chapter in that 
the asrayaparivrtti constituting the liberation of the Buddha (maha
bodhi) is, in its view, superior (visi.yta) to the asrayaparivrtti of 
sravakas and pratyekabuddhas.19 

The Samdhinirmocana-sutra (chapter X) also expressly teaches 
the superiority of the asrayaparivrtti of the Tathagata over that of the 
sravaka-arhat and pratyekabuddha. The asrayaparivrtti of the 
Tathagata is identified with his dharmakaya, while that of the sravaka 
and pratyekabuddha can be described only as vimuktikaya. It is 
nevertheless difficult to pinpoint the essential difference between 
these two kay as, for both have uncaused ultimate reality as their 
essence. The difference lies above all in their effectiveness or 
operation. The Samdhinirmocana-sutra, which is orientated towards 
the Mahayana, emphasizes, however, by using different terms, the 
difference between the two forms of liberation and also the superiority 
of the Mahayana over the Sravakayana.2o 

2.8. These interpretations of the asrayaparivrtti theory found in 
the Yogacarabhami may be summarized by arranging them in the 
form of the following five patterns.21 

(1) The notion of asrayaparivrtti found in the Sravakabhumi and 
Bodhisattvabhumi, the oldest parts in the Maulr: Bhumi of the 
Yogacarabhami, where it refers to a psychophysical trans
formation in the practitioner brought about by the practice of 
meditation. In the Sravakabhami it is a transformation that occurs 
in the psychophysical base (asraya) of the yoga practitioner, 
consisting primarily of an exchange of inertia (dau.yfhulya) for 
lightness (prasrabdhi). The Bodhisattvabhumi mentions only the 
elimination of inertia or badness (dau.ythulya) (in a decidedly 
more ethical sense) connected with defilement (klesa), with the 
consequent aim of gaining the positive element of power or 
control (vasita). But the original simple form of the asraya
parivrtti theory found in the Sravakabhumi had already 
disappeared from around the stage of the Viniscayasamgrahanr: 

19 
20 

Cf. Sakuma [1990: 144-146]. 
Cf. Sakuma [1990: 146-150]. 

21 In Sakuma [1989a: 21-22] [2000: 146-147], I summarized the asrayaparivrtti theories found 
in the Yogacarabhami in terms of five patterns. Here I have added the results of subsequent 
research. 
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and seldom appears in later times. 
(2) The view found from the time of the Maulr Bhami onwards, again 

presented as a transformation occurring in the psychophysical 
"base" of the practitioner, although not as the result of an 
exchange of elements but as a transformation involving the entire 
basis of the practitioner's existence. This idea is found, for 
example, in the section of questions in the "Nirval).a Chapter" of 
the Viniscayasaf(lgrahanl. Even after the Mahayana theory of 
asrayaparivrtti came to occupy the mainstream, this way of 
thinking was constantly present below the surface in the Y ogacara 
school, and consequently in the Cheng weish1 lim J'ix)ll_Jliiilfl this 
early interpretation of asrayaparivrtti is found alongside the 
newer Mahayana interpretation. 

(3) A new interpretation, signs of which can be found in the 
Nirupadhika Bhami in the Maulr Bhami, in which the concept of 
asrayaparivrtti is absolutized as tathata, which remains even after 
the physical death of the practitioner. This new interpretation is 
found, for instance, in the section of questions in the "Nirval).a 
Chapter" of the Viniscayasaf(lgrahanl. The defiled practitioner 
attains Buddhahood not through purification but by gradually 
incorporating the seeds that issue forth from the originally pure 
realm of the Buddha. It is for this reason that asrayaparivrtti as an 
outcome can survive even after death without being subject to the 
physical constraints of the practitiOner. I provisionally 
characterize this pattern as "Mahayanization." Of course, at the 
stage of the Nirupadhika Bhami there is to be found only a 
leaning towards this Mahayanization. But subsequently this 
tendency becomes more pronounced in the Viniscayasaf(lgrahanr, 
and thereafter it becomes in all respects the main current of 
asrayaparivrtti thought. 

(4) The final stage in the absolutization of asrayaparivrtti as tathata, 
in which asrayaparivrtti stands in sharp contrast to alayavijfiana. 
This appears in the Viniscayasaf(lgrahanr and is a radical 
interpretation that subsequently shows up in various works. 

(5) Once the Mahayanization of asrayaparivrtti, equating it with 
tathata, had been completed and had taken root in the realm of 
practice, the Y ogacara school as a school of Mahayanists began to 
assert the superiority of the asrayaparivrtti of the Mahayana over 
that of the Sravakayana by means of the distinction between the 
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dharmakaya, reserved for bodhisattvas, and the vimuktikaya, with 
which the dharmakaya is contrasted in the Samdhinirmocana
satra, quoted in the Viniscayasamgrahanl. This is similar to the 
relationship between mahabodhi and dharmadhatu-visuddhi in 
the Viniscayasamgrahanl. People belonging to this group began 
to utilize asrayaparivrtti as a theory of practice leading to 
enlightenment. The connection between asrayaparivrtti and the 
dharmakaya presented in the Samdhinirmocana-satra came to be 
expressed formulaically as "the dharmakaya is characterized by 
asrayaparivrtti," and this notion became firmly established in 
later times. This is an idea that would be inconceivable in terms of 
asrayaparivrtti in its older form or as part of the process of 
practice. Furthermore, the idea linking dharmadhatu-visuddhi 
with asrayaparivrtti gives the impression that this group of 
Mahayanists was at the stage of utilizing this theory after its 
theoretical formulation had been completed. 

On the basis of these patterns I now wish to survey the 
asrayaparivrtti theory in other texts. But before doing so, I shall 
briefly consider the terminology of this theory. It is well-known that 
there are two terms used for delineating this theory, i.e., asraya-pari
;-vrt and asraya-para;-vrt. As far as we can see, the Yogacarabhami 
appears to have used only the term asraya-pari ;-vrt, and the 
Xianyang shengjiiw lun lUll tJJ'J ~ ~ ~ftll , Abhidharmasamuccaya and 
Abhidharmasamuccaya-bha(iya, which derive from the Yogacara
bhami, as well as the Dharmadharmata-vibhaga, have only the term 
asraya-pari;-vrt too. By way of contrast, the Mahayanasatralamkara, 
which draws on the thought of the Bodhisattvabhami in the Maulz 
Bhami of the Yogacarabhami, uses both terms, and they are used in 
different meanings.22 But any such differences between them would 
probably have disappeared by the time of the Mahayanasamgraha, 
and we can no longer find any differences in the Mahayana
satralamkara-tzka and Satralamkara-vrtti-bha(iya, both commentaries 
on the Mahayanasatralamkara, nor of course in later texts such as the 
Madhyantavibhaga-tzka (Sthiramati's commentary on the Madhyanta
vibhaga) and Trimsika- Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi-bha(iya (Sthiramati' s 
commentary on the Trimsika-Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi). 

22 Cf. Sakuma [1996]. 
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3. The Xianyang shengjiiw lim and Abhidharmasamuccaya are both 
considered to be summarizations of the content of the Yogacarabhami 
compiled by Asmi.ga,23 and whereas the former was composed in 
accordance with the views of its author Asailga, the latter is arranged 
in the form of a dictionary or glossary of important items. As regards 
the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti, both include all the inter
pretations of asrayaparivrtti found in the Yogacarabhami, but these 
interpretations have been skilfully melded together to provide an 
interpretation of asrayaparivrtti in which it signifies a state in the 
resultant stage of spiritual practice, and there is no evidence of the 
simpler interpretation of asrayaparivrtti as incorporating the process 
of spiritual practice. 

An interpretation not found in the Yogacarabhami is that linking 
the trisvabhava theory with asrayaparivrtti, which appears in the 
Xianyang shengjiiw lim.24 This interpretation is not made explicit in 
the verses of the Mahayanasatralamkara, but it is clearly enunciated 
in the Mahayanasatralamkara-bhti$ya (known as Vasubandhu's 
commentary) on the same. 

Whereas the Abhidharmasamuccaya gives an interpretation of 
asrayaparivrtti that restricts it to the final stage of spiritual practice, 
its commentary, the Abhidharmasamuccaya-bhti$ya, gives an 
interpretation of asrayaparivrtti that incorporates the process of 
spiritual practice, although it is explained in a more systematic form 
than in the Yogacarabhami. For example, its differentiation of 
citta-asrayaparivrtti, marga-asrayaparivrtti and dau$thulya-asraya
parivrtti25 clearly hints at the process of spiritual practice. 

4. As regards the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti in the Mahayana
satralamkara, the term is here used on the basis of a semantic 
distinction between pari/""vrt ('to enter, interchange') and para/""vrt 
('to exclude').26 Furthermore, in addition to the interpretation of 
asrayaparivrtti found in the Yogacarabhami, a major distinctive 
feature is the introduction of the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti 
based on the trisvabhava theory, although it is only in the so-called 

23 Tsukamoto et. a!. [1990: 348ff.] also provides information on other works attributed to 
Asailga. 

24 For example, T31.559c6ff. 
25 For a detailed explanation on these three types of asrayaparivrtti theory, see, for instance, 
Hakamaya [1976: 46-76]. 
26 For a detailed explanation, see Sakuma [1996: 557-568]. 
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V asubandhu' s commentary (Mahayanasutrala711kara-bha$ya) that the 
trisvabhava theory and asrayaparivrtti are actually linked.27 While 
based on the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti found in the Yogacara
bhami, the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti in the Mahayana
sutrala111kara is centred on Pattern 5 noted above, and the simpler 
interpretations of Pattern 1, etc., would seem to have receded into the 
background. This clearly reflects the fact that by its very character the 
chief aim of the Mahayanasutrala711kara was to promote the 
Mahayana. 

5. The interpretation of asrayaparivrtti in the Mahayanasa711graha is 
one that gives clear expression to its Mahayanist standpoint, and it has 
been formulated on the basis of the interpretation to be found in the 
Mahayanasutrala711kara, etc. An especially distinctive interpretation 
of asrayaparivrtti found in the Mahayanasa111graha is that which 
links it to the trisvabhava theory. To be precise, it interprets 
asrayaparivrtti on the basis of a "twofold paratantra-svabhava," 
differentiating between defiled paratantra-svabhava and pure 
paratantra-svabhava.28 In other words, it is considered that during 
the course of spiritual practice the practitioner is gradually purified so 
that he moves from a state of defilement to one of purity. This 
parallels the notion that defiled tathata becomes pure tathata by being 
freed of pollution. In the process whereby the practitioner attains 
enlightenment, the transformation at a cognitive level, in which 
tathata as an object of cognition changes from a state of defilement to 
one freed of defilement, is expressed as the "transformation of 
tathata,"29 and this is given as the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti. 

6. Generally speaking, the theories of the Yogacara school that 
developed at the time of Asanga were brought to completion by 
Vasubandhu, and this also applies to the asrayaparivrtti theory. We 
know that the asrayaparivrtti theory appears for the first time in 

27 We can find the combination of the trisvabhava theory with asrayaparivrtti in, for instance, 
the commentary on MahayanasutralartJkara XI.13ff. (especially XI.17-18) and XIX.50ff. 
(especially XIX.53-54) 
28 The twofold paratantra-svabhava linked with the asrayaparivrtti theory appears in MS 
X-3-1. 
29 This means that the new interpretation of asrayaparivrtti probably originated in the 
Nirupadhika Bhumi. See §2.6. 
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Abhidharma traditions in the Abhidharmakosa, 30 where the term 
asraya is used together with the two verb forms pariv'vrt and para
v'vrt in the stages of the darsana-marga and bhavana-marga. In the 
Abhidharmakosa it is not possible to determine any difference in 
nuance between the two verb forms, and the overall meaning of the 
relevant passages is merely that the base (asraya) is transformed 
through the complete elimination of negative elements (i.e., klda). 
Furthermore, this asrayaparivrtti represents the final stage of 
enlightenment as a Buddha, which means that asrayaparivrtti is 
already quite close in its connotations to tathata. When these points 
are taken into consideration, it would seem that the Abhidharmakosa 
incorporated the idea of asrayaparivrtti only after the difference in 
nuance between the two verb forms had disappeared. If we accept that 
the Kosakara V asubandhu was familiar with Pattern 5 of the 
interpretation of the asrayaparivrtti theory in the Yogacarabhami, it is 
hardly surprising in terms of the development of this theory that he 
used its terminology31 in the Vyakhyayukti,32 Pratztyasamutpada
vyakhya,33 and Trimsika34 and that his formulation was a somewhat 

30 AKbh. p. 63.20-21: asrayavisei)ad etat sidhyatil asrayo hi sa arya"(ltiYfl darsana-bhavana
marga-samarthyat tatha paravrtto bhavati yatha na punas tatpraheya"(ltiYfl kle§anaY{l praroha
samartho bhavatil; AKbh, p. 232.25-233.2: darsana-marga-vyutthitasyasei)a-darsana-praha
tavya-praha"(lat pratyagrasrayaparivrtti-nirmala saY{ltatir vartate/ arhat-phala-vyutthitasya-sei)a
bhavana-prahatavya-praha"(ltit pratyagrasrayavarivrtti-suddha saY{ltatir vartatel ... I sei)asya tu 
bhavanamargasyaparipiir"(la-svabhava-phalatvac ca tadvyutthitanaY{l na tatha praty
agrasrayaparivrtti-suddha* saY{ltatir vartat(e) ... I (*See Sakuma [1990: 43, n. 141].) 
31 The fact that the Kosakara V asubandhu used the terminology of the asrayaparivrtti theory in 
the Abhidharmakosa, Vyakhyay14kti, Pratityasamutpada-vyakhya and TriY{lsika precludes the 
possibility that he was not familiar with this theory even if he did not use its terminology in the 
Karmasiddhi and ViY{ltika. (I follow Kano [2008: 343-358]). A similar phenomenon can be 
observed in the case of terms like alayavijiiana and vijiiaptimatrata. It may be safely assumed that 
the asrayaparivrtti theories appearing in the Abhidharmakosa, Vyakhyayukti, Pratftya
samutpada-vyakhya and TriY{lsika belong to roughly the same stage of development. 

32 Lee [2001: 241.24-26]: nyon mongs pa dang shes bya'i sgrib pa thams cad spangs pa'i 
phyir gnas gyur pa bsam gyis mi khyab pa brnyes pa dang/. Translations of this passage can be 
found in Honjo [1992: 111], and Horiuchi [2005: 47]. Asrayaparivrtti is mentioned in response to 
a question about the svabhavakaya. This text seems to regard it as the realization of a state in 
which the base has been completely transformed (asraya-parilparavrtti) after the elimination of 
the two hindrances (klesa and jiieya). The term asraya-pari/paravrtti used here is presumably a 
full-fledged compound, and therefore, since it appears in connection with the svabhavakaya, it is 
reasonable in terms of the development of the asrayaparivrtti theory to interpret it as referring 
only to the state of Buddhahood in which the base (asraya) has been completely transformed as a 
result of yoga practices. The connection between the dharmakaya or svabhavakaya and 
asrayaparivrtti came to be expressed in later times in the form of a stock formula. The fact that the 
Vyakhyayukti uses this stock formula without any explanation shows that this text must have been 
composed after this interpretation of asrayaparivrtti had already become firmly established. 
33 Muroji [1993: 108]: btsun pa Sa stan pa rnams kyi srid pa 'i yan lag gi rnam par shes pa 
yang de yin tel de gnas yongs su ma gyur na srid pa rgyun mi 'chad pa'i phyir roll. Muroji [1993: 
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advanced form of the asrayaparivrtti theory. 
Later, during the time of Sthiramati, interest was directed chiefly 

at fine-tuning this already completed asrayaparivrtti theory. Next, I 
wish to consider this point. 

7. In order to consider the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti at the time 
of Sthiramati, I shall deal collectively with Sthiramati's commentary 
on the Madhyantavibhaga (Madhyantavibhaga-rrka), his commentary 
on the Trimsika-Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi (Trimsika- Vijfiaptimatrata
siddhi-bha~ya), Asvabhava's commentary on the Mahayanasutra
lamkara (Mahayanasatralamkara-trka), Sthiramati's commentary on 
the same (Satralamkara-vrtti-bha~ya), and also the Dharmadharmata
vibhaga, which should be treated on the same level as these other 
works with regard to its content. 

7 .1. A distinctive feature of the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti at 
the time of Sthiramati is that the transformation of the religious 
practitioner was identified with asrayaparivrtti. In other words, the 
transformation of sanyata, equated with tathata, from a state of 
defilement to a state of purity was projected onto the transition from a 
state in which the base of existence has not changed (asraya
aparavrtti) to one in which it has changed (asraya-paravrtti).35 One 
may safely say that this scheme takes into account cognitive changes 
in the practitioner. 

It would appear that a characteristic feature of Sthiramati' s 
interpretation is that he understands asrayaparivrtti - that is, the 
series of changes taking place in the practitioner and incorporating the 
process of spiritual practice - as a form of asrayaparivrtti distinctive 
of Mahayana Buddhism. This is apparent in his interpretation of bodhi, 
according to which Hinayanist bodhi is subject to the limitations of 

187] reconstructs the underlined phrase as *tad-asrayaparivrttau. As I have shown in Sakuma 
[2001], the compound form asraya-aparavrtti can be confirmed among Yogacara texts in the 
Madhyanta-vibhaga-trka attributed to Sthiramati, as I discuss in §7 .1. Ifwe reconstruct the verbal 
form of this phrase as *asrayo na parivartate, this calls to mind asrayaf:t parivartate in the 
Sravakabhami (Sakuma [1990: A.1.5]). However, in the Sravakabhami this asraya, i.e., base, has 
to be a purified positive element. In the Pratftyasamutpada-vyakhya, on the other hand, the base is 
regarded as alayavijfiana, and it is therefore a negative element that has to be transformed through 
yoga practices, as in the Madhyantavibhaga-trka. This indicates that it already belongs to a stage 
beyond that of the Mahayanasatralaf!lktira-karika and its commentary. 
34 TVbh, p. 43.22-23: acitto 'nupalambho 'sau jfianafTl lokottarafTl ca tat/ asrayasya paravrttir 
dvidhti dau$thulya-htinital:tll (29). According to Sthiramati's commentary, dvidha refers to 
klesavarm:za and jfieyavarm:za, in which case there is no difference between this interpretation and 
that of the Vyakhyayukti. 

35 MAVT,I-16b,p.51.19-20. 
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the practitioner's life, whereas Sthiramati was strongly conscious of 
the fact that Mahayanist bodhi is not subject to these limitation.36 
Furthermore, Sthiramati places side by side the schema of innately 
pure tathatil being freed of adventitious mental afflictions and the 
interpretation of asrayaparivrtti as incorporating the process of 
spiritual practice. This would indicate that earlier interpretations of 
asrayaparivrtti had by this time been more clearly delineated and 
systematized. 

Thus, a distinctive feature of not only the theory of ilsraya
parivrtti, but also other theories being propounded at the time of 
Sthiramati,37 is that they represent the systematization of the various 
theories brought to completion during the time of Vasubandhu. This 
can also be said about ilsrayaparivrtti. For example, according to a 
theory that had been established by this time, the mind of an ordinary 
person and the knowledge of a Buddha are correlated, corresponding 
to the stages before and after the transformation due to spiritual 
practice. The mind of the ordinary person represents the eight 
consciousnesses starting with alaya-vijfiilna, while the knowledge of 
the Buddha represents the four knowledges starting with adar8a-jfiilna, 
and both are interrelated.38 In addition, a correspondence was also 
recognized between these four knowledges and the three bodies.39 At 
any rate, because ilsrayaparivrtti had become firmly established as an 
important factor in the attainment of Buddhahood and was placed at 
the centre of the mechanism of enlightenment, various correspon
dences were posited between existing doctrinal elements. In such 
circumstances it was only natural that there should have arisen a 
desire to systematize and classify these various elements. 

7 .2. If these attempts at classification may be described as 
systematization, then the best organized pattern of systematization is 
presented by the doctrines of the Chinese Hixi~mg school based on the 
Cheng weishi lun translated by Xminzang. But it is also true that, 
because the doctrines of the Hixi~mg school were overly concerned 
with systematization, they tended to lose sight of the practitioner and 
asrayaparivrtti in its original sense of "transformation of the base of 
existence" or "state in which the base of existence has been 

36 
37 
38 
39 

Ibid.,II-lO,p. 84.21-22,p. 85.6-7; III-ll,p.125.19-20. 
Cf. Sakuma [1998]. 
Cf. Sakuma [1984]. 
Cf. Sakuma [1987]. 
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transformed. "40 

7.3. Before considering the salient trends in Xm'inzang' s thought, 
I wish to touch on the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti found in the 
Dharmadharmata-vibhaga.41 Whereas Sthiramati's interpretation of 
asrayaparivrtti was one that incorporated the process of spiritual 
practice and treated it separately from innately pure tathata, the 
interpretation of asrayaparivrtti in the Dharmadharmata-vibhaga 
focuses on asrayaparivrtti in terms of the purification of tathata. In 
other words, in its orthodox interpretation asrayaparivrtti is 
considered to refer to a state in which tathata has been transformed 
and which does not incorporate the process of spiritual practice, as 
was the case with Sthiramati, whose interpretation is relegated to a 
secondary position and receives little attention. 

Stated in another way, the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti in the 
Dharmadharmata-vibhaga represents an extension of the inter
pretation of asrayaparivrtti in terms of tathata, corresponding to 
Pattern 3 noted earlier, and it does not, moreover, incorporate the 
process of spiritual practice. Thus, it is diametrically opposite in its 
understanding to Sthiramati's interpretation. However, since the 
Dharmadharmata-vibhaga also mentions a form of asrayaparivrtti 
that incorporates the process of spiritual practice, the interpretation of 
asrayaparivrtti in terms of the purification of tathattl has been chosen 
after having taken due account of the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti 
as incorporating the process of spiritual practice. 

8. The theoretical systematization to be seen in the doctrines of the 
Chinese Eixiang school deriving from Xminzang is also clearly 
evident in its interpretation of asrayaparivrtti. It is necessary to bear 
in mind that in the Buddhabhumivyakhya translated by Xuanz~mg 
prior to his translation of the Cheng weishi lim there are still signs of 
trial and error with respect to doctrinal systematization, but these 
problems have all been admirably resolved in the Cheng weishi lim. 
Its interpretation of asrayaparivrtti starts off from the old and new 
interpretations found in the "Nirval)a Chapter" and presents side by 
side both of the interpretations that had been systematized by the time 
of the Madhyantavibhaga-tzka and Dharmadharmata-vibhaga, that is, 

40 For a detailed consideration of Xwinzimg's treatment of these theories, see Sakuma [1989a] 
[1989b] [1989c]. 

41 For a detailed explanation, see Sakuma [1998]. 
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the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti as incorporating the process of 
spiritual practice and the interpretation of asrayaparivrtti in terms of 
tathata. In other words, on the one hand the term asrayaparivrtti 
signifies, as in the case of the Dharmadharmata-vibhaga, the 
manifestation of the innately pure tathata after the removal of 
adventitious mental afflictions, while the interpretation involving the 
process of spiritual practice is incorporated not in the form of the term 
asrayaparivrtti, but in the form of expressions such as "transforma
tively abandoning" the consciousness of the ordinary person to 
"transformatively obtain" the knowledge of the Buddha. Furthermore, 
as regards the categories of the constituent elements of existence, 
because it was held that "consciousness," associated with the "mind," 
was "transformatively abandoned," it was considered with regard to 
"knowledge," belonging to the "mental attributes," that a "conscious
ness or mind associated with knowledge" was "transformatively 
obtained." In this manner efforts were made to devise appropriate 
modes of expression to ensure that both interpretations of asraya
parivrtti could coexist without there being any inconsistencies .42 

9. In the above we have reviewed the historical development of 
asrayaparivrtti thought by tracing the course followed by some of the 
more distinctive interpretations of asrayaparivrtti found in various 
Y ogacara texts. The interpretation of asrayaparivrtti as the 
"transformation of the base of existence," stemming from the 
psychophysical changes undergone by the meditating yogin, 
underwent a process of Mahayanization during its subsequent 
development, and ultimately the various interpretations were 
systematized in such a way that the earlier interpretation and the new 
Mahayanized interpretation were able to coexist as Abhidharmic 
categories without any inconsistencies whatsoever. It is only by 
considering the history of this current of asrayaparivrtti thought that 
one is able to correctly understand the interpretations of asraya
parivrtti found in works such as the Ratnagotravibhaga and 
Lankavarara-satra, and I hope to deal with these on another occasion. 

42 Cf. Sakuma [1989a] and related articles. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

AKbh Abhidharmakosabhaiiyam of Vasubandhu, ed. by P. Pradhan, Patna: K.P. Jayaswal 
Research Institute, 1967 (1st ed.), 1975 (2nd ed.). 

MAVT Madhyantavibhagatfka, exposition systematique du Yogacaravijfiaptivada, edition 
d'apres un manuscript rapporte du Nepal par M. Sylvain Levi, Tokyo: Suzuki 
Research Foundation, 1966. 

MS La Somme du grand vehicule d'Asaliga (Mahayanasamgraha), par Etienne Lamotte, 
Tome I, Louvain-la-Neuve: Universite de Louvain, Institut Orientaliste, 1973. 

TVbh Sylvain Levi, Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi, deux traites de Vasubandhu, Vimsatika 
accompagnee d'une explication en prose et Trimsika avec le commentaire de 
Sthiramati, Paris: Champion, 1925. 
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